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Knowing what to do in the event of a 

privacy/security breach can make the 

situation much less daunting. 

As part of your LAUW eRisks policy, we have produced 
this incident response guide in conjunction with our 
preferred law firm Colin Biggers & Paisley (CBP). 

It can sit alongside your own more detailed data breach 
response and business continuity plans and help your 
response team manage a privacy breach and security 
breach incident. 

The Australian business community continues to 
experience an increase in sophisticated and successful 
perpetration of security incidents and cyber crime. 

It is imperative to develop an Incident Response Plan in 
conjunction with an internal Incident Response Team. 

The core members of an Incident Response Team should 
include Risk and Compliance Manager(s), and members 
of the IT Security, Legal, Finance and HR or Public Relations 
departments.

IMPORTANT

Complying with the guidance in this document 
does not remove your need to notify LAUW. 
You should check the wording of your policy to 
ensure that any obligations are complied with.

Introduction

There are 4 key steps which form part of 
an effective incident response to a security 
or privacy breach:
 1 Investigate and contain the breach

 2 Evaluate the risks associated with the breach

 3  Notify (to Regulators or others)

 4  Develop a plan to prevent future privacy and security 
breaches

When a privacy breach or security breach occurs it is 
important that the Incident Response Team is immediately 
notified of the security breach or privacy breach and 
undertakes an initial assessment. 

The Incident Response Team will work closely with 
LAUW’s Experts including, IT Security & Data Extortion, IT 
Forensic, Business Income Adjusting, Public Relations and 
Legal Experts in investigating and managing the privacy 
breach or security breach.

Please note that this document is a broad guide and is 
not intended to provide legal advice. The circumstances 
of any security incident can vary widely and specific 
advice should be sought in particular cases. 



1. Containing the breach

The Incident Response Team should be notified. They will 
then task the IT support team to provide an immediate 
response to assess the best way to rectify the security 
breach or privacy breach for the purpose of containing it. 
The IT support team should also be directed to investigate 
the cause of the identified weakness, limit the damage 
and recover the lost personal information or data if 
possible. At all times the IT support team should where 
possible retain, isolate and make back-ups of the system 
and personal information and data affected by the privacy 
breach or security data breach.

2. Initiate a preliminary risk assessment 

The Incident Response Team leader should move quickly 
to identify someone to lead the initial assessment who has 
sufficient authority to conduct the initial investigation, 
gather appropriate and necessary information and make 
initial recommendations. The following questions should 
be urgently addressed:
(a) What personal information/data does the breach involve?
(b) Identify the nature or categories of personal data 

which may have been compromised.
(c) What is the specific nature of the incident and the 

cause of the breach?
(d) Determine the number of individuals whose personal 

information has been compromised by the incident.
(e) Who are the individuals whose personal data has been 

compromised?
(f) What harm, damage or loss will the individuals suffer?
(g) How can the breach be contained?
(h) Are there any wider business consequences i.e. loss of 

client confidence, business or financial loss?

3.   Notification of the Data   
breach/security incident

There exists the need to determine who requires to be 
made aware of the breach (both internally and externally) 
at a preliminary stage. Notifying individuals that a privacy 
breach or security breach has resulted in the compromise 

of their personal data is an important part of the incident 
response plan. Prompt notification to individuals allows 
for the organisation to protect themselves and avoid 
harm and reduce overall damage that could flow.
When determining if to notify individuals the following 
factors need to be considered:
(a) Contractual considerations  - are there any contractual 

obligations to clients or third parties that need to be 
reviewed and whether notification is required.

(b) Legal and Regulatory  - review the applicable laws 
and regulations to determine whether mandatory 
notification to individuals or to the Privacy 
Commissioner is required.

(c) Assess the risk of harm  - if the security breach or 
privacy breach is likely to involve a risk of serious harm 
to individuals or receive a high level of media attention, 
it would be prudent to inform the Privacy Regulator

(d) Mitigation of loss  - assess whether prompt 
notification may assist a client or third party to avoid 
any possible loss or harm

4. Prevent Future Breaches

Once immediate steps have been taken to respond to 
the breach, the Incident Response Team leader should 
undertake an audit to determine the following:
(a) Understand how the data breach/security event took 

place.
(b) What steps could have been reasonably taken by 

the organisation to prevent the privacy breach and 
security breach?

(c) A review of policies and procedures.
(d) A review of employee selection and training practices.
(e) A review of service delivery partners (third parties) if 

the breach was caused by third party actions.

Implementing a Privacy Breach and  Security Breach Response Plan



You learn of:

• An actual incident (e.g. a security breach or data extortion); Or
• Something which could be an actual incident (but which requires further investigation before you can be sure); Or
• An event which might, later on, lead you to make a claim under your eRisks policy (e.g. an employee loses a    
   company laptop in a public place)

• Form on our website (http://www.lauw.com.au), or
• Telephone (1800 273224 - 1800 BREACH), or
• Your insurance broker, or
• Email (cyberclaims@LAUW.com.au)

Notify LAUW as soon as possible, via:

We will confirm in writing that we have received 
your notification.

1. Is this a claim, or are you advising us of something  
    that could become a claim?
2. If a claim, is it clearly covered?
3. Is your loss ongoing? (If it is, we will almost   
    certainly treat your claim as urgent.)
4. Is the claim urgent for other reasons?
5. Is there media coverage of the incident, or other  
    reputational risk?

LAUW and its agents will promptly assess:

NOT COVERED
There will be no cover under the policy. We will 
advise you of this promptly and can, if you wish, 
refer you to our panel firms for assistance. Any 
assistance they provide will be at your own expense.

We will appoint appropriate members of our Incident Response Team (IRT) to assist you. Members of the IRT will 
endeavour to make contact with you as soon as possible. They will, at this time, provide preliminary advice on 
containing any incident that is ongoing.

IRT begins or continues work in order to:
• Contain the incident (if not already contained)
• Eliminate any residual threats to the system
• Analyse the causes and scope of the incident
• Restore systems to pre-incident status
• Quantify and assess your loss

Urgent Claims: Crisis Management Phase

Initial report to you and to LAUW provides 
information upon the incident and upon 
containment and rectification (if any).

REPUTATIONAL RISK
We will appoint experts in reputational risk to assist you.

Subsequent reports expands upon initial report 
and discusses the incident and its causes and 
effects in more detail.

1. Incident is contained       2. Systems are restored to pre-incident levels

Crisis Management phase ends when:

1. Causes of incident are identified
2. Scope of incident is known
3. Any losses you may have suffered are quantified to  
    LAUW’s satisfaction

Investigation phase ends when:

Final reports are submitted. They contain recom -
mendations as to how you may remediate any 
system vulnerabilities uncovered during the 
investigation. The costs of this remediation are not 
covered by the eRisks policy.

LAUW makes a coverage decision and assesses 
the amount that you are entitled to under the 
eRisks policy.

Coverage decision is conveyed to you and your 
insurance broker.

LAUW eRisks: How we assess and manage urgent claims

This flowchart represents the procedure which LAUW and its service providers and agents will endeavour to follow in the event of an urgent claim. 



Notification:
To ensure that privacy/security breaches are managed in a timely and 
highly efficient fashion eRisk Policyholders are able to make notifications 
via the following methods:

1. Email: cyberclaims@lauw.com.au
2. Website: www.lauw.com.au 
3. Emergency Telephone line: 1800 – BREACH (273224)

LAUW’s Expert Law Firms:
Preferred Law Firm:

Colin Biggers & Paisley (CBP Lawyers)
Contact: Kemsley Brennan
Email: kmb@cbp.com.au
Office Phone: 8281 4425 
Mobile Phone: 0401 663 374

London Australian Underwriting (LAUW) is a specialist insurance agency, underwriting exclusive on behalf of Lloyd’s of London Syndicates.  LAUW offers 
a range of insurance products including Professional Indemnity, Directors and Officers, Management Liability, Financial Institutions Insurance and Cyber 
Insurance. LAUW believe Cyber Insurance products should be complemented by value added solutions and for this reason they partner with other 
professioals, including risk assessors, forensic experts, public relations firms and top tier legal advisors who together form their Incident Response Team.
For more information, visit: www.lauw.com.au 


